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INTRODUCTION 
A Lagrangian submanifold in the cotangent bundle of the plane, T*R’, 
can be thought of as a collection of locally defined real valued functions on 
R2. (The Lagrangian submanifold “glues together” the local functions.) It 
was observed in the 18th century that Lagrangian submanifolds naturally 
occur as solutions to differential equations. In this paper we describe four 
qualitative invariants for Lagrangian cylinders (i.e., [8]-period, n-degree, 
polarization index, and maslov period) and show that for specific classes of 
first and second order PDE in the plane there exist solution Lagrangian 
cylinders whose invariants are not trival (Theorems l-5). This was also the 
objective in [K2]. However here we impose the additional condition that 
our solution Lagrangian cylinders project under rr: T*R* + R2 to an open 
disk which has a point or a smooth arc deleted. Out of such a Lagrangian 
solution one can excise weak single valued solutions (i.e., single valued 
functions on the disk which are smooth on the complement of the arc 
where they fail to be Co or C’ (see Examples 3 and 5)). Thus 
Theorems 1,2,4, and 5 can be interpreted as indirectly proving the local 
existence of such weak solutions. It should be pointed out that most of the 
PDE considered here have a singularity which plays a role in the construc- 
tion of these Lagrangian solutions. Thus part of our task is to make precise 
these notions of singularity in PDE. 
In Section 1 we discuss the invariants of Lagrangian cylinders illustrating 
each with simple examples. For a more detailed discussion of these 
invariants and of the homotopies which preserve them the reader should 
consult [Kl]. Section 2 concerns the construction of Lagrangian solutions 
for Cm-first order PDE(s) with quasi-dissipative contact singularities, 
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%-singularities, or singular solutions. Section 3 concerns the construction 
of Lagrangian solutions for analytic second order symplectic Monge 
Ampere PDE(s) with nondegenerate points, or linear equations which 
change type transversely. For an additional discussion of these latter PDE 
and their solutions the reader should consult [Kl-31. The author would 
like to thank I. Anderson, R. L. Bryant, J. Damon, R. B. Gardner, and 
R. Harvey for inspiration. 
1. THE INVARIANTS 
We will write T*R2 to denote the cotangent bundle of the plane which 
carries the canonical projection x: T*R2 + R2. If (x, y) are smooth coor- 
dinates on R2 then we have associated cotangent coordinates (x, y, p, q) on 
T*R2 relative to which II: T*R2 -+ R2 is represented by rc(x, y, p, q)= 
(x, y), and the canonical symplectic structure w on T*R2 is represented 
by dp A dx + dq A dy. If f: R2 + R is a smooth function then we have 
an associated differential, df =f, dx +f,, dy. We may view df as a map 
df: R2 + T*R2 which annihilates the canonical symplectic structure, 
df * w = 0. In cotangent coordinates df is represented by df(x, y) = 
(X> Y? f,(x, Y), fy(x, Y)) = (x3 Y, PY 4). 
Throughout this paper s: S’ x R --+ T*R2 A R2 will denote an 
immersed Lagrangian cylinder (i.e., s is a smooth map with differential 
of maximal rank which annihilates the canonical 2-form w on T*R’, 
s*w = 0). If the differential (7~ OS)* has maximal rank at a point then, 
sufficiently near this point, the image of s in T*R2 coincides with the image 
of a differential, df: U + T*R’, for some smooth f: U c R2 --f R. Thus a 
general Lagrangian cylinder can be thought of as representing (or gluing 
together) several locally defined functions. We will say a Lagrangian 
cylinder s is a Lagrangian punctured disk over (x,, y,) E R2 if the image of 
7c 0 .s: S’ x R + R2 is a punctured open disk {D - (x,, yO)} in R2. We will 
now see that there are several ways in which a Lagrangian punctured disk 
can fail to represent a (single valued) smooth function f: D + R defined on 
the entire disk. The invariants presented below serve to distinguish these 
cases. 
(a) &Period 
In cotangent coordinates the canonical l-form 6’ on T*R’ is represented 
by p dx + q dy. Since d0 = w we have that the induced (pull back) l-form 
s*O is closed on any Lagrangian cylinder s: S’ x R -+ T*R2 2 R2. 
Further, since (df )* 8 = 4f we can define the graph of s to be the image of 
the map, graph(s): S’ x R -+ R2 x R, where graph(s) = (nos, J s*B): Here 
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s s*8 denotes (the real multivalued function obtained by) integration of s*B 
along all possible paths in S’ x R with fixed base point. The [B]-period of 
s is the line integral jS, s*6’ over a fundamental circle in S’ x R. If this [0]- 
period is not zero then s cannot represent a smooth single valued function. 
EXAMPLE 1. As an example of a Lagrangian punctured disk with 
nonzero [Q-period consider s: R* - (0,O) + T*R* defined by s(t, r) = 
(r cos t, r sin t, (-sin t)/r, (cos t)/r) = (x, y, p, q), where t E [0, 27~1 and 
r > 0. The graph of s is a ruled helicoid in R2 x R. 
If the [B-J-period of s is zero then J s*8 defines a single valued function 
on S’ x R with differential given by s*w: However, s need not correspond 
to a single valued function f: D + R. This can be detected by the n-degree. 
(b) n-Degree 
Consider a Lagrangian punctured disk with zero [B]-period and 
7c 0 S: S1 x R + D - (x,, yO) a proper map, then for any regular value (x, y ) 
of rc OS we define the rc-degree to be the sum C f 1 over the set 
C(n--’ (~2 u)> h w ere + 1 or - 1 is chosen according to the orientation 
preserving or reversing (respectively) of the differential (rt 0 s),. 
EXAMPLE 2. As an example consider the Lagrangian punctured disk 
over (0, 0), s: S’ x R + T*R2 given by s(t, r) = ((r/n) cos(nt), (r/n) sin(nt), 
nz(t) cos(nt) - i(t) sin(nt), nz(t) sin(nt) + i(t) cos(nt)) = (x, y, p, q), where 
t E [0, 2711, r > 0, 0 <n E Z, and z(t) is a smooth periodic function of t. 
The graph of s in R* x R is the image of the map graph(s) 
(t, r) = r((cos(nt))/n, (sin(nt))/n, z(t)) = (x, y, 2). This graph is a union of 
rays from the origin to the immersed curve (cos(nt))/n, (sin(nt))/n, z(t)) 
which lies in the cylinder x2 + y2 = n *. The map 7c 0s is an orientation 
preserving maximal rank map. Thus the n-degree of s is +n. Note that if 
z(t,+ (271)/n) =z(to) for some t,~ [0, 2711 then we can restrict graph(s) to 
{t E [to, t, + (271)/n] and r > 0) to get a single valued function f,: R* -+ R 
which is C” on R*-{line}, Co on R*, limit dfj as (x, y) + (0,O) does not 
exist, and the image of df,: (R*-{line}) -+ T*R2 lies in the image of S. We 
will say that f, was excised from s. 
If a Lagrangian punctured disk has rc0.r proper and of maximal rank 
we will say it is a covering. If a covering Lagrangian punctured disk s 
has x-degree + n we will say s is an n-cone. A l-cone over (x0, y,) locally 
defines a single valued CO-function f: D, + R which is smooth on 
D, - (x0, yo). Note that the sign of the n-degree depends on choices of 
orientations. Thus we write kn. 
Note that a covering Lagrangian punctured disk s may carry excised 
functions f,: D - (x0 y,) + R which have no limit as (x, y) --, (x0, yo). 
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EXAMPLE 3. As an example consider the Lagrangian punctured disk 
over (0,O) S: S’ x R + T*R2 given by s(t, r) = (r cos(nt), r sin(nt), (-i(t)/r) 
sin(nt), (i(t)/r) cos(nt)) = (x, y, p, q), where t, r, n, and z(t) are as in Exam- 
ple 2. The graph is given by graph(s) (t, r) = (r cos(nt), r sin(&), z(t)) = 
(x, y, z). It is the union of rays from the points (O,O, z(t)) to (cos(nl), 
sin(nt), z(t)). The n-degree of s is If: n. Note that if z(t, + (27c)/n) = z(to) and 
z(t) is not constant on (to, t, + (27r))ln) then the corresponding excised 
function fS: R2 - (0, 0) + R is not Co at (0,O). 
If a Lagrangian punctured disk fails to have rc 0 s of maximal rank on all 
S’ x R the polarization index and maslov period become relevant, 
(c) Polarization Index 
Consider a Lagrangian punctured disk s such that there exists a non- 
empty locus Cc S’ x R where the differential (n 0 s)* has rank exactly one. 
If C contains a smooth immersed closed curve c: S’ + S’ x R then at each 
point of this curve the image of (7~ 0s)* along c is a line which can be trans- 
lated to the origin in R2. Thus we have a map from S’ to the real projec- 
tive line RP’ 2: S’. This map has a degree which we call the polarization 
index of s (along the curve c). Note that s of Example 2, with r E R, has 
(rt 0 s)* of rank one exactly when r = 0. The s-image of C is the curve 
t + (nz(t) cos(nt) - i(t) sin(nt), nz(t) sin(nt) + i(t) cos(nt)) = (p, q) which 
lies in the fiber X- ‘(0,O). The differential (rt 0 s)* at (t, 0) has image the line 
spanned by cos(n0) dx + sin(&) dy. Thus the polarization index is f 2n. 
In general the rank 1 locus C of a Lagrangian cylinder will not lie in a 
fiber of 7~: T*R2 --f R2. 
EXAMPLE 4. As an example of a Lagrangian cylinder with rank 1 locus 
a closed curve which is everywhere transverse to the fibers of rt consider 
s(t, r) = (a(r) cos(t), -a(r) sin(t), b(r) cos(t), -0) sin(t)) = (x, Y, P, q), 
where t E [0, 2~1 and a(r), b(r) are smooth functions such that a(r) > 0, 
and for any point where ci(ro) =0 we have b(r,) # 0. The graph of s 
is the image of the map graph(s) (t, r) = (a(r) cos(t), -a(r) sin(c), 
j h(r) b(r)) = (x, y, z). This graph is a surface of revolution with profile 
curve having cusps at the points r. where b(r,) = 0. Hence the rank 1 locus 
is a disjoint union of circles in S’ x R with (~0 s)-image a union of concen- 
tric circles in R2. The image of the differential (rr OS).+ is tangent to these 
concentric circles and so the polarization index of each component of C is 
_+2. 
In general the rank 1 locus may contain components which are not 
closed curves. 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider a closed smooth curve (x(t), y(t), z(t)), t E [0, 27~1 
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which lies in the cylinder x2 + y2 = 1, and has only regular nonimmersed 
points; that is to say, points to E [0, 27~1, where 0 = i(t,) = j(t,) = i(t,), 
but x(t)=(t-t,,)*%(t), y(t)=(t-to)2j(t),z(t)=(t-t,)2~(t) with x(6,) 
or j(to) not zero, and j(t,) # 0. Then the punctured Lagrangian disk 
46 r) = (rx, ry, (zj - Q)/(xJi - 3x), (-zi + ix)l(xj - .9x)) = (x, y,. p, 41, 
where t E [0,2n] and r > 0, has graph the map graph(s) (t, r) = 
r(x(t), y(t), z(t)) = (x, y, z). This graph is a union of rays from the origin 
to a given curve in the cylinder. Now (n OS)* has rank one on the rays 
which contain the nonimmersed points. Note also that as in Example 2 it 
is possible to excise single valued Co-functions, f,: D -P R, from the 
Lagrangian cylinder described above; see Fig. 1. 
YC graph(s) C R 2x R 
E9 
El 
8 
: 
YCT*S~T*R~ 
FIGURE 1 
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In this special case (which will be adequate for the purposes of this 
paper) the maslov period can be defined as an invariant which counts the 
number of nonimmersed points in the curve (x(t), y(t), z(t)). 
(d) Maslov Period 
Consider a Lagrangian punctured disk s over (0,O) with zero [0]- 
period, and which admits a small circle of radius E > 0 about (0, 0), 
c,: S’ + R*, such that 7~ 0s: S’ x R -+ R* is transverse to c,(S’). (That is, 
such that for all (t, r) with ‘II 0 s( t, r) c c,(S’) the image of the differential 
(rcos)* at (t, r) is not tangent to the circle c,(S’)). The implicit function 
theorem implies that the preimage of the circle (n 0 s) ~ ’ (c,(S’ )) is an 
embedded closed curve y: S’ + S’ x R. Now the intersection between the 
graph of s and the cylinder x2 + y* = E in R* x R is exactly graph(s) 
07: S’ + R* x R. This is a smooth but not necessarily immersed curve 
(x(t), y(t), z(t)), t E [0,2n]. We will assume that at any nonimmersed point 
this curve satisfies the regularity conditions described in Example 5. 
In particular there are only finitely many nonimmersed points. In the 
following paragraph we describe a procedure for assigning a + 1 or - 1 
to each nonimmersed point. The masloo period (or [ml-period) of 
y: S’ + S’ x R 4 T*R* is then the sum C + 1 over the set of nonimmer- 
sed points. 
Given a smooth immersed closed curve c: S’ -+ R* and a smooth family 
of lines along the curve which are nowhere tangent to it we get a bundle 
injection C: T*S’ + T*R *. This is defined by assigning to each covector 
I,: T,S’ + R the covector C(Z,): T,,,,R* -+ R which annihilates the auxilary 
line at c(t) and agrees with I, when restricted to the tangent space of the 
curve. (If (x(t), y(t)) represents c and a(t) 8~ + b(t) 8y represents the field 
of lines then, in cotangent coordinates on T*R*, F is represented by 
C( t, w) = (x(t), y(t), wb/(bi - a);), - wa/(ba - aj)). We refer to the image 
C( T*S’ ) as an S’-subcotangent and note that it is a symplectic ylinder in 
T*R* (i.e., C*o # 0). Now if a Lagrangian cylinder s: S’ x R -+ T*R* inter- 
sects an S’-subcotangent bundle transversely (in T*R*) along the closed 
curve y: S’ + S’ x R then the maslov period of y is defined to be the degree 
of the tangent gauss map of y(S’)c T*S’. Recall that T*S’ is dif- 
feomorphic to S’ x R and T(S’ x R) = TS’ x TR is naturally trivalized. 
(We remark that the general definition of the maslov class and a justifica- 
tion of the above is the content of the Appendix in [Kl]. The above reduc- 
tion of the maslov period to the degree of a tangent gauss map is the 
content of Lemma 2; one need only remove a point from c,(S’) to get a 
T*R + T*R*). The crucial property of the [ml-period which is not 
apparent from the definition presented here is that it is an invariant for 
deformation through Lagrangian cylinders. That is to say that if 
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So: (S’ x R) x [O, l] + T*R*, L(E [O, 11, is a smooth l-parameter family of 
Lagrangian cylinders then the [ml-periods of s0 and si agree. 
To illustrate the significance of these invariants let us reverse the order 
of ideas. Suppose we are given a single valued CO-function f: D c R* + R 
which is analytic on the complement of an analytic set ND c D which con- 
tains (x0, y,). Now the differential df: D-ND -+ T*R* has an analytic 
Lagrangian continuation sr: L + T*R* to an analytic Lagrangian sub- 
manifold (i.e., s/*cu = 0). In some cases L will contain a S’ x R. Thus f or, 
more precisely, srl S’ x R + T*R* carries the invariants. [B]-period, 
x-degree, polarization, and [ml-period. Let us say that two functions 
A g: D + R analytic on the complements of closed analytic sets are analyti- 
cally equivalent if there exists an analytic diffeomorphism $1 D + D such 
that g = f “II/. If sr and sg are the respective Lagrangian continuations then 
the prolonged diffeomorphism $ *: T*D + T*D will satisfy sg = sro $*. 
Thus our list of invariants can be used to distinguish analytically 
inequivalent solutions to PDE, or even further to distinguish solutions 
whose Lagrangian continuations are not homotopic (see [K3]). We 
remark that the assumption of analyticity leads to liner invariants for the 
classification of Lagrangian continuations (see [A23 and [K2]). 
2. THE PDE 
(a) First Order PDE 
We will write J’ to denote the l-jet bundle which carries projections 
J’ -+ T*R* and ti: J’ + R* x R. If (x, y, z) are coordinates on R* x R then 
we have associated jet-coordinates (x, y, p, q, z) on J’ relative to which. 
J’ + T*R* is represented by (x, y, p, q, z) + (x, y, p, q), 7c: J’ -+ R* x R is 
represented by il(x, y, p, q, z) = (x, y, z), and the canonical contact l-form 
on J’ is represented by dz - p dx - q dy. A smooth (determined) first order 
PDE for f: R* -+ R is defined to be the zero set of a smooth function 
F: J’-+R. 
(i) Graph-Like PDE 
We say a PDE, F: J’ -+ R, is graph-like at a point in J’ if dF # 0 and the 
fibers of ii are not tangent to {F=O}. With the implicit function theorem 
we have that such a PDE can be locally described by F= z - h(x, y, p, q). 
In this case a Lagrangian cylinder s: S’ x R -+ T*R* which annihilates the 
l-form, w,, = dh - 8 = dh(x, y, p, q) - p dx - q dy (i.e., s*w,, = 0), is called a 
solution Lagrangian cylinder for the PDE. We note that the [B]-period of 
such a solution must be zero since d(s*h) = s*8. The characteristic vector 
field on T*R2, X, = h, ax + h, 8y + (p -h,) 8p + (q-h,,) 8q is defined by 
the conditions wh(Xh) =0 and X, J(dwA) = w,, (see [C, K4,5]). We will 
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write $I for the flow of X,, which we assume is a smooth diffeomorphism 
of T*R* for rE (-E, c) with tiO the identity map. If y: S’ + T*R* is a 
smooth immersed closed curve which is not tangent to X, and satisfies 
y*oh=O, then ~,(t, r) = $Jy(t)), tE [0,271], rE (-E, E) is a solution 
Lagrangian cylinder. 
THEOREM 1. Given a graph-like first order PDE h: T*R* + R. Zf h 
restricted to a fiber n-l(xO, y,) has a closed level curve on which dh # 0 then 
there exist solution Lagrangian punctured disks over (x,, y,) whose rank 1 
locus contains a closed curve with polarization index k2. ZS, in addition, the 
level curve is strictly convex then there exists a solution which is a l-cone. 
ProoJ: Observe that oh, when restricted to the fiber K’(x~, y,), agrees 
with dh. Thus if we write (x,,, y,, p(t), q(t)), t E [0, 27~3 for the level curve, 
and tir, rf (-E; E) for the flow of X, then s(t, r) = $JxO, y,, p(t), q(t)), 
--EC r < E is a solution Lagrangian cylinder, with rank 1 locus containing 
the circle r = 0. Now along this circle (nos), agrees with rcJh = 
h, 8x + h, ay. Hence this circle has polarization index f 2, and rc 0 s covers 
some deleted neighborhood of (x,, yO). Now if this circle is strictly convex 
then we claim that, at every point (t, 0) c S’ x R of this circle, the determi- 
nant of the differential has the form m( t, r) with CI smooth and cI( t, r) # 0 
for t E [0,271]. This follows from the convexity hypothesis since at (t, 0); 
(rt 0 s)* at = 0 and (no s)* & = span ~5 i3x + 4 ay. Thus near any point 
(t, 0) E S’ x R we may choose coordinates so that ~0 s(u, v) = (uvp(u, v), v) 
with /?(O, 0) # 0. Hence by the compactness of S’ there exists a deleted 
open disk D - (x,, y,,) which is finitely covered by the map s restricted to 
{(t, r) I r 2 0, s(t, r) E D - ( x0, y,)> c S’ x R. When s is restricted to this set 
its rank 1 locus is exactly the above circle, and s is an n-cone over (x0, yO). 
Since the polarization index is +2 it is a simple matter to see that s is in 
fact a l-cone. 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider the graph-like PDE 2f= xfX + yf, + (f,)’ + (J,)’ 
then wh=(x+p)dp+(y+q)dq and X,=(x+p)ax+(y+q)ay. Since 
h= (1/2)(p* + q*) when restricted to the fiber ~‘(0,0) the map 
s(t, r) = ((er - 1) cos t, (e” - 1) sin t, cos t, sin t), t E [0,2rc], r > 0 is the 
l-cone solution provided by Theorem 1. Notice that i s*B = s*h = (l/2) e’. 
Hence the graph of s is a surface of revolution with profile curve the line 
(er - 1, er). 
We will say a graph-like PDE has a contact singularity at a point of 
T*R* if the l-form oh is zero at this point. In such a case we may (and 
henceforth will) choose cotangent coordinates so that the contact 
singularity is at (0, 0, 0, 0), and h(x, y, p, q) E k(x, y) + a(x, y) p + 
b(x, y) q + E(x, y) p* + 2F(x, y) pq + G(x, y) q* modulo higher order 
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terms in p and q, where dk(,,,,, = 0 and ~(0, 0) =0 = b(0, 0). The charac- 
teristic vector field X, is zero at a point of contact singularity and we will 
say the PDE is (+, -) stable at the contact singularity if all the eigen- 
values of the linear part of A’, have real parts nonzero, and the same sign. 
The vector field a(x, y) &X + b(x, y) 8y on R* is cannonically associated to 
the PDE, as is the function k(x, y) on R2. We will say the contact 
singularity is quasi-dissipative if the hessian of k at (0, 0) is positive or 
negative definite and if ak, + bk, is not zero on some deleted neighborhood 
of the origin. 
THEOREM 2. Zf a graph-like first order PDE h: T*R* --) R has a quasi- 
dissipative point of contact singularity at (0, 0, 0, 0) E T*R2 then there exist 
solution Lagrangian cylinders with zero [B]-period and arbitrary maslov 
period. Zf in addition the contact singularity is ( +, - ) stable then there exist 
solution Lagrangian punctured disks over (0,O) with zero [B]-period and 
arbitrary maslov period. 
Proof We will assume that the hessian of k is positive delinite and that 
ak, + bk, ~0. The other cases follow in a similar manner. Thus we may 
choose coordinates on R* so that k(x, y) is given by x2 + yz near (0,O). 
If the PDE is (+, -) stable there exists an open 4-ball about (0, 0, 0,O) 
in T*R2 such that for all points (x0, y,, pO, q,,) (in this 4-ball) the curve, 
tjr(xO, y,, pO, qO), has limit (0, 0, 0,O) as r tends to + co or -co. Thus to 
prove the theorem we need only construct closed smooth initial data curves 
y: S’ -+ T*R2 which lie arbitrarly close to (0, 0, 0,O) and such that the 
associated solution sy : S’ x R -+ T*R’, s&t, r) = t,b,(y(t)) has arbitrary 
[ml-period. 
Consider the subset E, = {(x, y, p, q) ( x2 + y* = E} c T*R*. This is a 
2-plane bundle rc: E, + S’ and can be parametrized as the image of a 
map S’ x R* + T*R*, (4, P, q) -+ (~0s 4, sin 4, P, q), 4 E CO, 2x1. Because 
h is quasi-dissipative we have that: (1) for all sufficiently small E >O, 
there exists a 6 >O such that X, is not tangent to the 2-disk 
bundle E,n{p2+q2<~}=(S1xD),,s, and {h=~}nE,n{p2+q2<6}= 
(S’ x RI,=,,, is a embedded cylinder in (5” xD),,; (2) for E, 6 >O 
sufficiently small the cylinder (S’ x R),=,,, is not tangent to the image 
of cn,: S’ -+ T*R*, where cn,(#, v) = (A cos 4, fi sin 4, v cos 4, v sin b), 
#E [0,27r], and VER. Now on the 2-disk bundle (S’ x D)E,a the l-form w,, 
is given by d(h(& p, q)) + (p sin 4 -q cos 4) d& Let Y denote the vector 
field on (S’ xD),, which satisfies oh(Y) = 1, Y_( dw, = 0. This Y is a 
nonzero multiple of (cos 4 8p + sin 4 8q) and hence, by (2) above, Y 
is not tangent to (S’x R),=,,,. The flow of Y is a Lie-symmetry of the 
l-form o,,. Now as described in Section l(c) we use the vector field 
a ax + b ~?y on R* and the curve c,: S’ --) R, c,(t) = (A cos t, & sin t) to 
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construct an S’-subcotangent bundle C,: 7’S’ + T*R’, F,(t, w) = (A cos t, 
& sin t, (wb)/or, (- wa)/ol) = (x, y, p, q), where a = --A (b sin t + a cos t), 
t E [0, 2773, and w E R. Observe that the tangent space to this subcotangent 
bundle (C,), T(T*S’) agrees with the tangent space to (S’ x R)h=E,6 along 
the subset {p’+ q* = 0} in (S’ x R),,. We conclude (3) that the l-form on 
T*S’ induced by wh vanishes to first order on the section of T*S’ (i.e., for 
any immersed curve y”: S’ + T*S’ which intersects the zero section so that 
3 not tangent to either the zero section or the fiber has y”*w,, = ta(t) dt with 
a(0) # 0.) We also conclude (4) that, with a possibly smaller 6 the vector 
field Y is not tangent to C,(T*S’) in (S’ x D)E,6. Thus we can apply the 
flow of Y to the surface Cs(T*S1) to foliate (S’ xD),~. This defines the 
level sets of a smooth function 1: (S’ x D),,, --) R which is constant along 
the trajectories of Y. Now since Y is a Lie-symmetry of oh it follows that 
w,=dl- 0 where 0 is the l-form on C,(T*S’) induced by o,,. Thus any 
smooth immersed 7: S’ -+ T*S’ such that E, 0 $7: S’ -+ T*R2 satisfies 
~,op(S’)c (S’xD),,, O=fsl (C, op)* 8, and I(C, oy)* 81 ~6, and has a 
unique Zif to a smooth immersed y: S’ -+ (S’ x D),,s satisfying y*o, = 0. 
This lift is completely determined by 10 y: S’ -+ R which is given by 
loy(t)=JX (2, o’y”)* oh, for tE [0,2n]. 
Now by observation (4) above we have (5) that any immersed smooth 
j? S1 = T*S’ is isotopic (i.e., can be deformed, .Yfi, with diffeomorphisms 
0,: T*S’ + T*S’, y,, = 0, 0 y”) to a curve satisfying the above lifting condi- 
tions. Such curves y are the initial data we seek. It remains to be shown 
that any [ml-period can be realized by a solution Lagrangian cylinder 
associated with such a curve. 
To this end write h = H + E with h, H, K: T*R2 -+ R, where h is the given 
PDE, and H = a(x, y) p + b(x, y) q. Now consider the l-parameter family 
of PDE {F’, = 0}, p E [0, l] given by 0 = pz - H- $. This deforms 
the given PDE z = h to the linear Hamilton-Jacobi type PDE, H = 0. 
Note that for all p E [0, 1 ] the vector field X,, = (H,, + p?iP) ax + 
(H, + $,) 8y - (H, + .uE,~ - pp) 8p - (H, + &, - pq) c?q on T *R2 is not 
tangent to (S’ x D), 5, for 0 < 6’ < 6 sufficiently small. Thus a smooth 
immersed yV: S ’ -+ (S’ x D)E,a which annihilates gp = (H, + $i, - pp) dx + 
(H, + px, - pq) dy + (HP + pz,) dp + (H, + &,) dq for all fixed p E [0, l] 
(i.e., yza, = 0) yields a Lagrangian cylinder solution s,(t, Y) = $;(y(t)) to 
the PDE {F, = O}. Note that 0, = pmhp for p E (0, 11. Thus the vector fields 
Y,, ALE [0, l] defined by the conditions a,( Y,)= 1 and Y, _I (da,)=0 are 
all smooth on (S’ xD)~,~,, and are not tangent to C,(T*S’). (To see this 
just note that ar = d( H + $) + p( p sin 4 - q cos 4) dcj and that d( H + $) 
is not zero on (S’ x D)E,a,.) Now we may write a,, = dZ,- B,, where 
I,: (S’ x II)&& +R and 8, is the l-form on Ce(T*S1) induced by ar. 
Crucially, 8, is the zero l-form on E,(T*S’). Hence if we are given any 
smooth immersed 7: S1 -+ T*S’ sufficiently close to the zero section then 
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for any pc [0, l] we can isotope F to yp: S’ + T*S’ (we will suppress this 
isotopy in our notation, i.e., y” and j$, are the terminals of the isotopy) so 
that for all ALE [O, 11, O=js, (C, oyJ* qp and [(?,a~~)* or1 ~6’. Thus yp 
lifts to a smooth ya: S’ + (S’ x D)E,d, so that yzo,, = 0. Since I 0 o y,,(t) = 0 
for t E [0, 2x], y,, lies in iY,(T*S’), and represents the same homotopy class 
as the 7: S’ -+ T*S’ which initiated the construction. 
Finally we view s,,~, pE [0, l] as a deformation through Lagrangian 
cylinders with terminals; s,, a solution to our original PDE, and sy,, a 
Lagrangian cylinder which intersects an S’-subcotangent bundle in the 
manner described in Section l(c) (it is easy to see that 7c 0 syO is transverse 
to {x2 + y2 = E} in R’). 
To summarize the argument start with 7: S’ + T*S’, whose gauss map 
is of degree f m E Z, and satisfies the lift conditions. This yields y, and a 
solution s, to the PDE z = h. Next deform y” by yI1 to get sy,, y E [0, 11. The 
[ml-period is invariant under homotopy through Lagrangian cylinders. 
Hence the [ml-period of sy = sy, is the same as that of syO. But the latter 
is the degree of the gauss map for y0 = TO whose image lies in T*S’. Now 
yp, pi [0, l] is an homotopy between 7 and y,, in T*S’. Thus the degree 
of the gauss map for y0 = y”,, is the same as the degree of the gauss map for 
y” which was fm. We are finished. 
In the ( +, - ) stable case above note that for any single valued Ci-func- 
tion f, excised from a solution punctured disk over (0,O) both limit f, and 
limit Q!!~ as (x, y), + (0, 0) exist. (In the latter limit we use the Lagrangian 
solution to define df at (x, y),.) 
EXAMPLE 7. Consider the graph-like first order PDE(s) 2f = 
(x2 + y2) + a(xf, + yf,), 0 < c1 E R, with quasi dissipative contact singularity 
at (0, 0, 0, 0) E T*R2. We have i/z= (x2+ y’)+~(xp+ yq), and X,,= 
a(x8x+y8y)+((l-a)p-x)++((l-rx)q-y)aq. Thus if cc>c1* then 
the contact singularity is (+, - ) stable. One computes that wh on 
(S’ x D),,, isgivenbyad(pcos4+qsin#)+(psin+qcos4)d#and Yis 
given by (l/a)(cos 4 + + sin 4 dq). Hence given y(t) = (cos d(t), sin b(t), 
-w(t) sin b(t), w(t) cos b(t)) = (x, y, p, q) a curve in C,(T*S’) then the 
lifted curve in (S’ xD),,, is given by y(t) = y(t) + (l/o! 1; w( 1) d&t)) 
(0, 0, ~0s 4(f), sin 4(t)). 
EXAMPLE 8. Consider the graph-like Euler equation f = xf, + yf, with 
isolated contact singularity at (0, 0, 0, 0), and k(x, y) the zero function. It 
is not difficult to show that the Lagrangian cylinders in Example 5 of 
Section 1 are all solutions to this PDE, and that any [ml-period can be 
realized by such a solution. (We remark that the proof of Theorem 2 can 
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be adapted to the case where k(x, y) is zero so long as a ax+ b 8y is 
dissipative for some definite Morse function.) 
Associated to a contact singularity is the %singular locus 
((x, y,p,q)(h,=O=h,} which corresponds to points on {F=O}cJ’ 
which are tangent to the fibers of 71: J’ + RZ x R. If E(O,O) G(O,O)- 
F2(0, 0) # 0 then sufficiently near the point of contact singularity in T*R2 
this e-singular locus can be identified with a section r,,: R2 + T*R2 (i.e., 
the f-singular locus is given by the relations p = CI(X, y), q = p(x, y)). In 
this case there is an induced l-form z$w,, on R* given by &(x, y, a(x, y), 
j?(x, y)) - CL(X, y) dx - j?(x, y) dy. If (0, 0, 0,O) is a contact singularity then 
tzmh is the zero l-form at (0,O). Now if rto,, is zero exactly at the origin 
and dr,*oh = 0 on R2, then it defines a function on a neighborhood of (0,O) 
in R2. If in addition the hessian of rzoh is positive or negative definite at 
(0, 0) we say the E-singular locus is closed and definite. 
THEOREM 3. Given a graph-like first order PDE with isolated contact 
singularity at (0, 0, 0, 0), and n-singular locus closed and definite, then there 
exists a Lagrangian cylinder solution with rank 1 locus a closed curve trans- 
verse to the fibers of n and polarization index ) 2. If in addition the contact 
singularity is ( +, - ) stable then there exists a solution Lagrangian 
punctured disk over (0,O) whose rank 1 locus contains such a curve. 
Proof Since rzo,, is closed and definite it defines, near (0, 0), a 
function whose level curves are boundaries of disks. If we write 
(x(t), y(t)), t E [IO, 27r] for such a curve then (x(t), y(t), a(x(t), y(t)), 
p(x( t), y(t)) = (x, y, p, q) is a closed curve in the ii-singular locus. Now 
since oh is annihilated by this curve and since X,, is tangent to the fiber 
along this curve the map s(t, r) = $,(x(t), y(t), cI( t), B(t)), t E [0, 27~1, 
r E ( -Z, E), is a Lagrangian solution cylinder. Observe that if r = 0 then the 
differential (rc 0 s)* has image exactly 2(t) ax + j(t) 8y the tangent line to 
the initial curve (x(t), y(t)) in R2. Since (x(t), y(t)) is the boundary of a 
disk in R2 the polarization index of s is f2. 
EXAMPLE 9. Consider the family of PDE 2f =c((x2 + y’) + (f,)‘+ 
(IV)*, c( E R, which has an isolated contact singularity at (0, 0, 0,O). Then 
the it-singular locus is the zero section {(x, y, p, q) 1 p = 0, q = 0} and 
~~=(ax-p)dx+(cly-q)dy+pdp+qdq. Thus z,*w,=(c(/2)d(x2+y2). 
Now if (l/4) < a then X,, is a linear vector field on R4 N T*R* which has 
complex eigenvalues with positive real parts. Thus the Lagrangian cylinder 
s(t, r) = $,(cos t, sin t, 0, 0), t E [0,27c], r < 0, is the solution predicted by 
Theorem 3. In this case it is a Lagrangian punctured disk over (0,O). 
Furthermore this solution intersects the %-singular locus a countable 
number of times. Each such intersection is another component of the 
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solutions rank 1 locus, and its image under 71: T*R2 --+ R2 is a round circle 
in R2. The graph of s is a surface of revolution as in Example 4. If tl < 0 
then the contact singularity is not stable and the s(t, r) solution is not 
Lagrangian punctured disk over (0,O). Its graph is a surface of revolution 
with profile a cusp-like curve. 
If zzw,, is everywhere the zero l-form on R2 we say that the PDE has 
a singular solution (i.e., r,,: R2 + T*R2 is a solution). Every point of 
r,(R2)c T*R2 is a contact singularity (see [K4]). In this case we can 
normalize the PDE so that z,, corresponds to the zero section 
((x,y,p,q)lp=O,q=O} in T*R*, and h=E(x,y)p*+2F(x,y)pq+ 
G(x, v) q* modulo higher order terms in p and q. In this case the 
symmetric (0, 2) tensor E 8x 0 ax + 2Fax 0 8~ + G 8~ 0 8~ is canonically 
associated to the PDE. We will assume it is nondegenerate on R2 and 
hence defines a pseudo riemannian “metric” (( ,)) on R2. In [K4] it was 
shown that given any immersed curve y: S’ + R2 there exist a unique 
Lagrangian solution cylinder sy . S’ x R + T*R* which intersects the zero 
section (i.e., the singular solution) in the given y. In some cases these sy will 
have rank 1 locus Cc S’ x R exactly a section of S’ x R + S’. In general 
this is difficult to verify since it involves large scale properties of the 
associated metric ((, )). Suppose, however, that we have two such PDE h + 
and h - whose metrics ((, )) + and ((, )) ~ are positive and indefinite 
(respectively) on R*, and that both h+ and h- have contact singularities 
only on the zero section. (This last assumption implies that for any 
solution sy as above, the rank of (rc 0 sy)* is 1 or 2, and at any point where 
it has rank 1 the image of (rc 0 sy).+ is the span of rc.+Xh.) Suppose further 
that there exists an immersed Cm-curve y: S’ --) R* with associated solution 
cylinders SC, sy : S’ x R + T*R* whose respective rank 1 loci, C+ and 
C-, are each sections of S’ x R, then the polarization indices of C+ and 
C will differ by sign. This implies that there exists no smooth homotopy 
s,:S’xR+T*R*, ll[-l,l], s~=s+,,s;=s_, such that nos, has 
rank 1 or 2 and the rank 1 locus C, is a compact smooth submanifold of 
S’ x R x [ - 1, 11. (In [Kl ] and [K3] we call such deformations polarized 
homotopies of a Lagrangian submanifold). Because the polarization index 
is .invariant under such a large class of deformations the proof of these 
assertions reduces to the following example. 
EXAMPLE 10. Consider the PDEs 2f= (fX)’ f (f,)’ and the curve 
y(t) = (cos t, 2 sin t) t E [0,27r]. The associated metrics are given by 
dx2 + dy*, and the solutions ST, s; : S’ x R + T*R2 are given by sz (t, r) = 
(cos t + 2r cos t, 2 sin t + r sin t, 2r cos t, + r sin t) = x, y, p, q). Thus the 
rank 1 loci are the sections C’ = {(t, r) 1 - 2r = sin* (t) f 4 cos’ (t)}. Now 
at every point (x, y) of either rz o s7* (C * ) there is a unique point (X, J) on 
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y(S’) such that the ((,))‘- normal to y(S’) at (X, j) is tangent to 
n 0 s?* (C *) at (x, y). Thus the polarization index for C * agrees with the 
(( , )) *-normal gauss map g*: S’+RP’ N S’. One computes that 
g’(t) N [2 cos t, + sin t] E RP’ and that g + has degree + 2 whereas g- 
has degree -2. 
(ii) Cylindrical and Branched First Order PDE 
We note in passing that, if the fibers of J’ -+ T*R2 are everywhere 
tangent to {F = 0} we then say the PDE is cylindrical (e.g., xfX + yf, = 0), 
and if this tangency occurs on a sublocus of {F = 0) we say the PDE is 
branched (e.g., f(f,) =f,). In both cases there are analogues of Theorems 1 
and 3. However, in neither case is there a simple analogue of Theorem 2. 
We will not pursue this matter here. 
(b) Second Order PDE (Symplectic Monge Ampere Equations) 
We define an analytic symplectic Monge Ampere equation to be an 
analytic 2-form on T*R* (i.e., an analytic section Sz: T*R2 -+ A’ T*( T*R2) 
such that Sznw = 0 where o is the canonical 2-form on T*R2). A solution 
Lagrangian cylinder is an analytic immersion s: S’ x R + T*R2 such that 
s*o =0 =s*Q. If we choose analytic cotangent coordinates on T*R2 
then Q is represented by A dp A dy + B(dq A dy - dp A dx) - C dq A dx + 
D dx A dy + E dp A dq, where A, B, C, D, E are analytic functions of 
(x, y, p, q). If a solution s of 52 locally agrees with the differential of 
f: D c R* + R then this function must satisfy the PDE, 0 = Af,, + 2Bf,, + 
Cf,, + -W,,f,, -f $I+ D where A, B, C, D, E depend on b, y, f,, f,). An 
analytic closed curve y: S’ -+ T*R* such that (j J o) A(j_l Q) # 0 is called 
symplectically noncharacteristic. In [K3] we saw that if 52 is homotopically 
trivial then any such y yields a unique analytic solution Lagrangian 
cylinder sy : S’ x R + T*R2, which contains the given curve. 
(i) Metrically Nondegenerate Equations 
In [K2] we found a pseudo riemannian metric (, ) on the total space 
T*R* associated to a symplectic Monge Ampere equation. It is non- 
degenerate at (x,, y,, po, go) E T*R2 if and only if 0 # E(x,, y,, po, go). In 
this case we say the symplectic Monge Ampere equation is (metrically) 
nondegenerate at (x0, yo, po, go). 
THEOREM 4. Given an analytic symplectic Monge Ampere equation which 
is metrically nondegenerate at (x0, y,, po, go), then there exist analytic 
n-cone solutions over (x0, y,), for all 0 < n E Z. 
Proof: Let y: S’ --) T*R2 be an immersed analytic closed curve which 
lies in the fiber z-l(xo, y,) and in an open 4-ball about (x0, y,, po, go) 
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where the equation is metrically nondegenerate. It is easy to see that this 
curve is symplectically noncharacteristic and has [B]-period zero. Hence it 
yields a solution Lagrangian cylinder sY whose rank 1 locus contains the 
given curve. Now choose such a y so that (as a curve in the vector space 
z~‘(x~, yO)) its tangent gauss map S’ + RP’ N S’ is a submersion with 
degree f 2n. If y(r) = (x,, y,, p(t), q(t)), then dq - cjp # 0 for t E [O, 2711. It
follows that j Jo = b(t) ax + 4 ay, and hence that the polarization index of 
sy along y is _+2n. Now the proof of Theorem 1 adapts directly to show 
that sy (restricted to 7cp1(DE), (where D, c R* is a sufficiently small open 
disk about (x,, y,)) is a n-cone. 
EXAMPLE 11. The elliptic equation 0 = f,, + f,, - 2(&f,, - j$) 
is metrically nondegenerate. The map s(t, r) = (--OS t (( 1 - r’)/r), 
-sin t((1 -r2)/r), rcos t, rsin t), tE [0,27c], TE [l -8, 1 +E] is a solution 
Lagrangian cylinder. Clearly s(t, l), t E [0,27r] is a convex curve in 
7~~‘(0,O) and nos(t, l)=(O,O) for te [0, 2711. Hence s(t, r) defines a 
l-cone solution. 
EXAMPLE 12. The hyperbolic equation 0 = 1 +f,, +f,, +fXJY,, -f& is 
metrically nondegenerate. For any smooth closed curve in the fiber 
~~-‘(0,0), y(t) = (0, 0, p(t), q(t)), t E [0,27c], 0’ + d2 = 1, the associated 
solution Lagrangian cylinder is given by s&t, r) = ( -r4, rb, p - r4, q + @). 
It should be clear to the reader that if y(t) is a convex curve in n--‘(O, 0) 
with gauss map of degree f2n then n”sy(t, r) = (-rd(t), Q(t)) = (x, y), 
when restricted to r > 0, covers any punctured disk at (0, 0) exactly n-times. 
Since y*8 = 0 the [B-J-period of sy is zero. Hence sy is an n-cone solution. 
We remark in passing that for uniformly metric degenerate quations 
(i.e., E is zero on all of T*R’) the construction presented above breaks 
down. This is because any symplectically noncharacteristic losed curve y 
which lies in a fiber has exactly that fiber as associated Lagrangian solution 
sy. In [K2] and [K3] we discuss Lagrangian solutions to such equations. 
We now consider linear equations. In this case the metric (, ) is uniformly 
degenerate on T*R2 and defines a pseudo riemannian structure on R2 (i.e., 
(, ) is the n-pullback of a metric on R*). 
(ii) Type Changing Linear Equations 
A linear symplectic Monge Ampere equation 0 = A(x, y)fXf,, + 
24x, YKy+ C(X? Y)f,, changes type transversely at (0,O) E R* if 
AC - B2 = 0, and d(AC - B*) # 0 at (0,O). There are differential invariants 
for such equations (see [K6] and [K2]) and they are, in general, not 
equivalent as PDE. Consider such PDE which satisfy T[P] # CI’, in the 
terminology of [K2], or equivalently that the radical (i.e., null subspace) 
of ( , ) is not tangent to the parabolic locus. Such PDE are locally 
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equivalent to 0 = f,, + xBf,, + XC&~, where B, C are analytic at (0,O) with 
C(0, 0) >O. The parabolic locus is the set (x=0}. As a consequence of 
this assumption we have that the characteristic curves for this PDE 
“intersect the parabolic locus transversely.” More precisely, for E > 0 
sufficiently small every point (-E, y) on the line {x = -E} n Rec(2e) 
(where Rec(2E) = {(x, y) 1 -2.5 <x ~0, (yJ < 2.5)) lies on a unique pair of 
characteristic curves CHR,( -E, j$ i= U, D which intersect {x = 0} in a 
unique point ICHR,(y), i= U, D. Furthermore the maps defined by 
(--E, Y) +lcHRi(~), i= U, D are both smooth and injective near 
Oc {x=0}. (To see why this is true, note that the condition that the graph 
of y(x) in R2 be a characteristic curve is an ODE without contact 
singularity j2+ ~);a + xB = 0, where CI, /3(0,0) > 0, which is folded over 
{x=0}. In th e s p ace {(x, y, 3)) ‘v R3 this ODE defines a regular hypersur- 
face which is folded onto the half plane ((x, u) ( x < 0) by the map 
(x, y, J;) -+ (x, u). Since dy - p dx and d(j’ + x);a + xp) are independent 
l-forms, we have that near (0, 0,O) this hypersurface is foliated by curves, 
c,(t) -+ (x(t), y(t), 3(t)), with c,(O) = (0, y, *), and dldt c,(O) = (0, 0, *I. 
Now the two characteristic urves which contain the point (0, y) c R2 can 
be described as {iloc,(t)lt>O} and fioc,,(t)Ir<O}. The maps /CHR,are 
given by comparing sections of this foliation.) 
THEOREM 5. A linear PDE which is locally equivalent to 0 = f,, + 
2xB(x, Y) fx,, + xc@, Y) fyy, with C(0, 0) > 0 admits C”-Lagrangian 
solution cylinders with arbitrary n-degree and maslov period. Further these 
cylinders have n OS proper and surjkct onto an open disk at (0,O) with a 
smooth arc deleted. 
Proof: Choose n-single valued solutions fifi: U + R, i = 1 . . . n which 
are smooth and defined on some common open set U c R2 containing 
(0,O). We may assume that their graphs intersect the cylinder 
{x~+Y’=E)cR’xR in n-disjoint curves. Let p, be one of the two 
characteristic urves which contains (0,O) and let (X, jj) be the point on b, 
which satisfies X2 + y* = E. We write fl: R -+ R*, p(O) = (X, jj) for the other 
characteristic urve through (X, jj). Use the characteristic directions along 
p to get a subcotangent bundle /?: T*R + T*R* as in section l(c). It 
follows from the linearity of our PDE that any smooth immersed 
y”:R+T*R--pR yields fi’y=y:R + T*R* which is symplectically non- 
characteristic initial data. The associated solution S,: R x R + T*R has 
j5JV3 constant along any characteristic urve which intersects /3(R). Thus 
such a solution naturally extends so that 7c0& covers ((d-strip about 
a,} n Ret(c)) in R2. 
Now the differentials dfi i = 1 . . . n have images df( U - (0,O)) i = 1 . . . n 
which intersect /J( T*R) A p-‘(fi( -6, 6)) in immersed curves yi: R + T*R. 
505/91/z-12 
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We now glue together the dfi over a S-strip about p, in R2 by modifying 
these y”,. If the yi are as in Figure 2(i) then modifying as in Figure 2(ii) 
yields (after extending this modified initial data to a solution) a Lagrangian 
cylinder with n-degree n, and [ml-period zero. Modifying the yi as in 
Figure 2(iii) yields a Lagrangian cylinder with n-degree n, and [ml-period 
equal to the number of inserted loops. To ensure the resulting 
s: S’ x R + T*R2 is proper it may be necessary to remove points in the 
(0 
c ,2+y2=e 
- fl 
- f2 
T*S’ in TYR2 
dfl 
df2 
0 
0 
0 
l 
dfn 
FIGURE 2 
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intersection (s(S’ x R) n 71-l { (0, y) 1 -8~ y < 8} > where 8 is the length of 
the ICHR-image of {(-s,y)(y-6<y<y+6}. Then noS:S1xR+R2, 
will properly cover a disk about the origin with a deleted interval on the 
y-axis. The deleted interval can be made arbitrarily small by adjusting 6. 
The case of z-degree 0 and arbitrary [ml-period is depicted in Figure 2(iv) 
and we are finished. 
At the other extreme consider linear equations which change type trans- 
versely and satisfy T[P] = CV, in the terminology of [K2], or equivalently 
that the radical of (, ) is everywhere tangent to the parabolic locus. Such 
PDE are locally equivalent to 0 =fXX + $f,,, where C is analytic at (0,O) 
and C(0, 0) > 0. In this case the condition that the graph of y(x) in R* be 
a characteristic curve is a graph-like ODE with singular solutions 
(i)*= yC(x, y). In this case we get two maps (x, -E) --f ZCHR,(x), 
i = U, D which are smooth and injective. Thus for this class of PDE we can 
modify the above argument o construct solutions which satisfy the conclu- 
sions in Theorem 5. 
As an intermediate case we have linear equations which change type 
transversely and satisfy T[P] = CV at an isolated point on the parabolic 
locus. Such PDE are locally equivalent o 0 = f,, + (y - x’cr(x)) C(x, y) f,, 
where CL, C are smooth at (0,O) and C(0, 0) # 0. If a(O) # 0 then we say the 
radical has order 2 contact at (0,O). In this case the condition that the 
graph of y(x) in R* be a characteristic urve is a graph-like ODE with 
isolated contact singularity (lj)* = (y - x*@(x)) C(x, y) (i.e., y = h(x, i) 
where h 3 ~(0) x2 + (p)‘/C(O, 0) Modulo higher order terms in j). Thus 
a(0) and C(0, 0) E R control the qualitative behavior of characteristic 
curves near (0,O) in R*. In this setting characteristic urves can “focus.” 
More precisely if 0 < a(O)/C(O, 0) < 1 then there exists a l-parameter family 
of characteristic curves fig, which intersect the parabolic locus exactly at 
the point (0,O) in R*. (To see why this is true observe that the charac- 
teristic vector field for the ODE above has linear part with distinct real 
eigenvalues of the same sign. The eigen-directions are not tangent to the 
subset {I; = O}. It is now possible to construct an invariant sector for its 
flow so that all trajectories in this sector approach (0, 0,O) asymptotically 
and have p #O. The ;n-projection of these trajectories are the desired 
characteristic urves.) Thus for this class of PDE we can use the above B, 
to construct solution Lagrangian punctured disks over (0,O) which satisfy 
the conclusions of Theorem 5. 
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